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ON PAPER/WOOD 2004

 SAMPLER

S046
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big hoop
holiday embroidery
on paper/wood 2004

SAMPLER

S047

See back for actual size comparison.

Each of these samplers contains the same eight 
basic designs plus variations, but S047 is for big 
hoops only.  The designs coordinate with those 
in some of our previous holiday sets.  These 
can be finished as free-standing ornaments, gift 
tags, greeting cards or whatever your imagina-
tion devises. Variations are included for scal-
lop or straight cutouts and for stitching without 
cutouts with or without scallops. Two strands 
of 40-wt. rayon or one strand of heavier thread 
such as 30-wt. are suggested.



Actual size of ornaments

from S047

from S046



ORGANZA ORNAMENTS
FROM “holiday k-LACE®”

SAMPLER

S048
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Each of these samplers con-
tains the same six designs, 
but those in S049 have been 
redigitized for big hoops. The 
original designs are part of our 
“Holiday K-Lace®” set.  These 
ornaments are stitched on 
sparkle organza using metallic 
thread in the needle. See the 
back for comparison of one 
design in both sizes.

big hoop
ORGANZA 

ORNAMENTS
 K-Lace® SAMPLER

S049

See back for actual size comparison 
of large and small hoop versions. 

Designs shown here are from S048 
and are 3/4 actual size.



Actual size of ornaments

from S049 from S048



MUSICAL 
CHARMS
 K-Lace®

SAMPLER

S050

Twenty-four files 
for jewelry and 
embellishment. 
These freestand-
ing designs are in 
two sizes, both with 
and without hang-
ers. The small size 
is suitable for ear-
rings or charms, 
while the matching 
larger size may 
be used for pen-
dants. Placecards, 
greeting cards, 
clothing...the de-
signs without loops 
have many uses. 
Stitching is with 
50/60-wt. cotton 
thread. Shown 
actual size. Quality 
K-Lace® by 
Kae Barron.
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MUSICAL DECOR
 K-Lace® SAMPLER

S051
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big hoop
MUSICAL DECOR

 K-Lace® SAMPLER

S052

See back for actual size examples.

Each of these samplers contains 
the same five designs in both hang-
ing and motif versions, a total of ten 
designs, but S052 is for big hoops (5 
x 7 or larger) only.  These can be fin-
ished as free-standing ornaments, gift 
tags, greeting cards or whatever you 
desire. Both versions may be stitched 
with 30 wt. cotton or 3-ply 50 wt. 
cotton, while the smaller set is also 
stitchable with 2-ply 50/60 wt. cotton.  
Instructions are included on the CD.  
Treble clefs shown on back are actual 
size, both large and small hoop ver-
sions, for comparison. (Clefs hanging 
above are also large and small hoop 
versions.)



Treble clef from S051 and drum from S052 in variegated 
thread (Aurifil Mako 28 wt. cotton, color no. 4650, Christ-
mas Multi). Treble clef from S052 shown at right.




